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INPUT PRODUCERS

Name

Title

Email

ARifkin

Pennsylvania

USA

Paul Lantz

COO

plantz@arifkin.com

Raven IndustriesEngineered Films

Goff's Enterprises
Ballantyne &
Associates
Tennessee Webbing
Products Co.

Virginia

USA

Wisconsin

USA

North Carolina

USA

Tennessee

USA

Burlan Manufacturing North Carolina

USA

Circular Blu

USA

New Hampshire

Rod Aasheim

Market
Specialist

VP of
Brian Morgan Engineering
Joseph
Ballantyne
President

Danny Cox
Lee Cornwell
Christopher
Bodkin

rod.aasheim@ravenind.com;

brian@goffscw.com;
joeb@ballantyneassociates.c
om;

International
Sales Manager danny@tnwebbing.com;
President &
CEO
lcornwell@burlan.com;
CEO

chris@circularblu.com;

QTEK LLC

Michigan

USA

Bowen Li

President

Gehring-Tricot Corp

New York

USA

Skip Gehring

skipgehring@gehringtextiles
President/CEO .com;

LuMatt Enterprises,
LLC DBA New Wave
Products

California

USA

Lea & Sachs, Inc.

Illinois

USA

Lewis
Matthews
Elizabeth
Keane

libwen@yahoo.com;

Owner/Invent
or/Supplier
Newwavep@outlook.com;
Customer
Service/Sales beth@leasachs.com;

Phone

Comments
ARifkin is a bag manufacturer that covers a wide spectrum in the
commercial sector. We also manufacture mattress covers for
commercial use. Our sister facility is Hope manufacturing, we
produce uniforms, pants, shirts and jackets. We have a talented
and diverse workforce that is available to work during this
570-357-1686 pandemic outbreak.

Yarn

Country

Woven/Knit
Fabric

Location

Nonwoven

Company

Additional Information

Supply Chain Classification

Fiber and/or
Resin

CONTACT

X

X
Flexible
films,
reinforced
or nonreinforced

Please note that most of the films we produce are for "industrialtype" products and applications. We do not operate a
800-635-3456 medical/clean-room/FDA facility.
We're ready and able to provide the industry's fastest turnaround
times of 1-3 weeks for custom orders, and the ability to work with
your team to think outside the box and come up with the best
262-746-3350 solution to the problem at hand.

Vinyl
X

215-519-8074

Burlan is a manufacturer of narrow woven fabrics, reinforcing knit
704-619-9200 fabrics, and laminated vinyl.

906-281-7082

X

X

X

Products that are made from coated or laminated
fabrics.
Create various space separation, such as vinyl
sound reducing curtains, insulated curtains, clear
wash-down curtains, and more, all on standalone
frames.

anything that needs strapping/webbing

X

Laminated
fabrics

X

plastic
parts and
paints for
medical
devices
We can
apply
antimicrobi
al, FR, and
bug
repellant
Custom manufacturer of many different items

X

X

516-474-5726
Although, we’re a startup company the owner has years of
experience as a Finder putting together deals when no one else
can. We could have your request for products fulfilled in a timely
fashion as we currently have $5 million financing from the second
largest purchase order company in the United States. Thank you for
this opportunity! thank you for your time, please stay safe! Truly
look forward to to doing business and helping our vast community
in this time of great need... I would love to be an advocate to assist
678-524-2436 you in the near future! Have the rest of a super great day
847-296-8000;
847-226-3663 cell

Column1

X

X

865-567-7850

603-491-6106

Other

X

X
X

Please see
X above
Please see above
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Quick-Med
Technologies, Inc

Florida

USA

Name

Bernd
Liesenfeld

Title

President

Fitzsimmons Awnings

Kentucky

USA

Jon Buckner

Dynovis, Inc.

Virginia

USA

Dan Gilbert

Owener
Technical
Director

Mark Stack

Director of
Sales

Oxco, Inc.

Trivantage

South Carolina

North Carolina

USA

USA

Ron Paratore

Email

bliesenfled@quickmedtech.c
om;

Comments

We do not produce of sell finished goods. We sell coating
antimicrobial coating formulations that can be applied to many
different substrates. The long-lasting antimicrobial efficacy is
based on Hydrogen Peroxide as active ingredient. The HP is
352-379-0611 stabilized as an inorganic complex in dry form.

jbuckner@fitzsimmonsinc.co
m;

We would be glad to assist in any way possible. I have the ability to
produce 24hrs and the skill level to build temporary structures and
859-609-7216 sew multiple types of bags, curtains etc....

dan.gilbert@dynovis.com;

540-290-5626

mstack@oxco.com;

Oxco would be able to easily SOURCE the items marked above,
using our global supply chain. However, we wouldn’t be able to
704-309-9912 easily PRODUCE any of them.

rparatore@trivantage.com;

X

USA

Rob Koeppel

USA

Belinda Bates CEO

Sales@bds-PPE.com;

X

336-380-6603

Denver Tent Co.

USA

Kevin Womer President

kwomer@denvertent.com;

833-744-1400 Thank you
We are a fully equipped textile manufacturing company with
capabilities to produce small to large textiles from the simple to the
720-257-7629 most complex.

Other
Antimicrobi
al coatings
for hard
surfaces,
and
antimicrobi
al textiles
for use in
medical
and
garment
applications
.
We have
foam,
adhesive's,
canvas and
vinyl
materials.
Can
fabricate
aluminum
modulaized
buildings or
tents

X

Column1

Our antimicrobial coatings can be applied to just
about any surface.

We are an awning company that has high level
fabrication abilities with Aluminum and steel. We
have built temporary tents, housing structures
and have the abilities to sew and fabric multiple
material types.

Oxco can supply rolls of fabric that could be
components of the above products.

X

VP Sales- Tech koeppel@shawmutcorporati
For additional information visit us at :
Products
on.com;
508-588-3300,x1230 www.Shawmutcorporation.com

Shawmut LLC
North Carolina
Bates Distributors and
Suppliers, LLC
Michigan

Colorado

Phone

Yarn

Country

Woven/Knit
Fabric

Location

Nonwoven

Company

Additional Information

Supply Chain Classification

Fiber and/or
Resin

CONTACT

X

Fasteners,
curtain
track, clear
vinyls,
thread,
webbing,
hook and
loop,

X

Shawmut LLC is a manufacturing company with
wide array of lamination technologies with the
capabilities to combine a variety of materials;
fabrics (knits, wovens, nonwovens) , films, foams
for the medical, military, and industrial
applications. Shawmut also operates production
Laminated facility to manufacture warp knit fabrics, including
textiles to dying and finishing of fabrics with a range of
film, foam, surface treatments; FR, DWR, hydrophilic,
wovens,
hydrophobic. Additionally, capabilities to
nonwovens manufacture medical devices, masks, headcovers,
, knits
and other protective garments.

X

X

X

X

X Alcohol

Thank you
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Name

Title

Email

Utah

USA

Sara Bruce

Owner

Kodiak.canvas.co@gmail.co
m;

907-512-2966

Michigan

USA

Vivian Brown
Booth

COO

Info@ vgm5g.com;

248.632.4466

RIBBON WEBBING
CORP

Illinois

USA

TIMOTHY E
JOHNSON

EVP

Continental

Virginia

USA

John Duncan

Head of Sales

tjohnson@ribbonwebbing.co
m;
john.duncan@continentalcorporation.com;

Phone

Comments

Rhode Island

USA

Executive Vice
David G Lunati President
lunatid@cooleygroup.com;

Gale Pacific

Florida

USA

John Paul
Marcantonio

We are here to help - please let us know how we can do so and put
us in contact with any and all parties needing these products or
704-755-7301 assistance in any way. Thank you for the opportunity.

Murdock Webbing Co.,
Inc
North Carolina

USA

Greg Pilgrim

Gehring-Tricot Corp

USA

Skip Gehring

New York

President

greg.pilgrim@mrdkweb.com
;
skipgehring@gehringtextiles
.com;

X

X

X

Other
Column1
Design
sewing
installation
of tarp

Nylon,
polpropylen
e, polyester
webbing

X

PVC film

540-539-0058

Cooley Group

johnpaul.marcantonio@gale
pacific.com;

X

773-287-1221

For additional information on Cooley, our capabilities, products,
and/or markets served, pease visit our website:
www.cooleygroup.com
We remain at your service in this time
401-721-6261 of need. Thanks.

CEO

Yarn

Country

Woven/Knit
Fabric

Kodiak Canvas
Company
Kabees Care Supplier
& Distributor
Enterprise, LLC

Location

Nonwoven

Company

Additional Information

Supply Chain Classification

Fiber and/or
Resin

CONTACT

X

Cooley is an extrusion manufacturer of polymer
coated fabrics and protective covering materials
and has the capability to produce PVC, TPU, TPO,
PP, PE, PVDF based specialty medical fabrics for
applications such as blood pressure cuffs, medical
mattress covers, body bags, portable medical
structures, tents, stretcher covers, etc. We
possess and can develop innovative solutions for
products that require complex flexible composites
with unique chemical, mechanical, physical, and
performance properties. Cooley also currently
manufactures Berry-Amendment Compliant
flexible fuel and potable water bladders and
pillow tanks as well as inflatable boats that meet
stringent mil spec requirements. Our solutions
are highly durable, impermeable, fire retardant,
weldable, printable and in the case of specialty
medical fabrics - incinerable - therefore allowing
for an easier and less expensive means of disposal
of contaminated waste. Custom colors are also
available for easy visual reference and
identification. Cooley operates two
manufacturing facilities with the capabilities to
make the above products - one in Pawtucket, RI
the other in Lancaster, SC.

X

X

X

Tarps, biohazard bags, biohazard containment
Coated
products, large scale containment and separation
X Polyfabrics fabrics, etc...

I would be negiligent in my duties if I did not say it is disappointing
that the US Gov't does not see a correlation between their efforts
to weaken the Berry Amendment and the lack of domestic
resources, or at least information about domestic resources, for
critical items such as the ones needed to combat our current
situation. I commend IFAI, its various divisions and its members for
their efforts to rectify that situation and I commend the current
efforts to rally the domestic manufacturers to assist where we can.
401-724-3000 We stand ready to assist in any fashion we can. Stay safe.

X

We also have a very effective water repellent
finish we can put on narrow fabrics that make the
fabrics cleanable in an easy fashion.

516-474-5726

X

Antimicrobi
al fabrics
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Name

Title

Email

Yang

sdhankyang@hotmail.com;

USA

Hank
Mark
Deutsche

President

mark@sealwerks.com;

USA

Sales and
alden@challengesailcloth.co
Alden Simonds Development m;

860-871-8030

Candy Yang

Manager

sdcandyyang@hotmail.com;

362-639-1092

PHILIP ISON

ceo

pisonint@gmail.com;

we have made body bags in the past, we also can sew other items
757-338-8091 as the upholstery business slows down

Yangzhou boda
nonwoven CO., LTD
Sealwerks

Illinois

Challenge Sailcloth Inc. Connecticut
Yangzhou Boda
Nonwoven Co.,Ltd.
ison furniture
manufacturing inc.
North Carolina

Conrad-Jarvis Corp.

Canvas innovations

Lake Shore Boat Top
Co

Bruin Plastics Co

MMI Textiles, Inc.

Rhode Island

Michigan

Michigan

Rhode Island

Ohio

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

Westmark Corporation Connecticut
Salomey Enterprise
LLC
Michigan

USA

Bally Ribbon Mills
Precision Fabrics
Group, Inc.

Pennsylvania

USA

North Carolina

USA

USA

George
Scoggins

Treas.

Chris Ritsema Owner

Rob Kotowski President

Steven
Angelone or
Eric Aborjaily

Jeff Papalia

Phone

Comments
90% of our products are supplied to the US market, and we have
maintained good growth in the US market for 7 years. And there
are very professional partners in the US market, they can quickly
help us to establish communication with American buyers, and
guarantee our products, we hope to contribute to the United States
and the global fight against viruses, every non-woven fabric
Everyone should. Our products will give 100% priority to the US
market, high quality and low price, and rapid delivery. Hope God
861392-193-1200 bless.

401-722-8700

chris@canvasinnovations.us;

We are an automated Company with a large plotting and cutting
table. We use Rhino cad and Exact flat software's to build our
designs. We have a design team that can build all needed cad
files in house. We specialize in custom designs and can facilitate
616-218-0242 any production opportunities.

Rob@lakeshoreboattop.com
;

If there are companies out there that need repetitive cutting or any
type of volume cutting if we are provided files and fabric we can
produce these items and have them shipped to different branches
586-260-0687 for production if we are not capable of sewing certain items

Vice President jeff@mmitextiles.com;
michael@westmarkcorp.co
Michael Baker Vice President m;
Sourcing
info@salomeyenterprise.co
Nawal Denard Manager
m;
VP Sales and tedfetterman@ballyribbon.c
Ted Fetterman Marketing
om;
Terry
Technology
Terry.Montgomery@precisio
Montgomery Director
nfabrics.com;

X

Other

We are capable of manufacturing the four
product categories that we have indicated.

X
X

X

l
X
BRAIDED
ELASTIC
LATEX OR
LATEX FREE

X

X

X

X

Stock products include, Velcro hook and loop, Hardware for
medical products, mesh, woven fabrics, knit fabrics, trim needs, FR
440-340-9891 fabrics, Antimicrobial fabrics, shelter materials,

X

X
vinyl
laminated
and coated
fabrics,
hsopital
mattress
ticking
FR finish,
adhesive or
flame
laminations
,
antimicrobi
al finish,
plastic
hardware,
Velcro
Tourniquets

X

860-564-0149
X

X

X
X

610-845-2211
336-510-8009

Laminates
(not
Domestic)

X

800-556-7764;
617-236-1366

404-310-8477 N/A

Column1

PE ,TPU
,PTFE film
coating

847-439-4565

CJNARROW@CONVERSENT.
NET;

sangelone@bruinplastics.co
m;
eaborjaily@bruinplastics.co
m;

X

Yarn

Country

Woven/Knit
Fabric

Location

Nonwoven

Company

Additional Information

Supply Chain Classification

Fiber and/or
Resin

CONTACT

X

X

X
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Reifenhäuser Reicofil
GmbH. & Co. KG

Name

Germany

Markus
Mueller

FORE LLC

California

USA

Tresa Fore

Exquise Fire & Safety
Material Girl
Upholstery
MP Fashion

Michigan

Seaman Corporation

Title

Email

Sales Director Member of
Markus.Mueller@Reifenhau
the Board
ser.com;

Phone

Comments
We all should beware of materials that very soon will swap from
China into the western world, all being cheaply produced scrap, not
fullfilling the medical codes requried and which will bring people
into live threatening situations! We should rather rely on known
sources that fullfill international standards for medical products,
-9-6293 especially filtration grades in face masks.

X

USA

877-488-9724 N/A
Shipping on some equipment 3 to 10 days. We can ship directly to
248-220-9048 wherever.

Florida
Michigan

USA
USA

Karin DiTullio
Mila

good4chin@gmail.com;
milapershyna@gmail.com;

518-648-6482 We
248-787-6862

X

Ohio

USA

rpace@seamancorp.com;

330-621-4958

Owner
CEO
VP GM
Industrial
Raymond Pace Fabrics

Bryan Graber

Owner

elizabeth@americantent.co
VP, Marketing m;

USA

Elizabeth
Paulson
Michael
Reddish

We are a Tents and Event rental company. However we
manufacture our own tents as well as tents for other rental
companies. We would love to help as we are not getting much
330-763-3811 income from rentals right now so this could help offset.
Hi--We are American Tent. We make commercial tents--usually for
happy occasions--but these are the same tents that are used for
drive up testing. They are also able to be used for temporary
shelters and triage areas. Our tents are not medical grade,
however, so should not be used in surgical theaters, etc. A quick
look at researching body bags suggests the kind of vinyl we use
could be used for them--and we have the best sewers in the
industry. We are also based in the US, with all production taking
place in our Green Bay, facility, and most materials originating here
920-265-9737 in the States.

Founder

781-363-3418 We welcome your inquiry and look forward to working with you.

USA

Anthony
Pappalardo

Sales Manager apappalardo@dicksonNorth America coatings.com;

Arise Tents and Events Ohio

USA

American Tent

Wisconsin

USA

MK Upholstery

Massachusetts

Dickson Coatings USA North Carolina

Bryangraber.arise@gmail.co
m;

mikeskustom@gmail.com;

Other

Column1

Machinery
and plants
for the
above
ticked

X

President/CEO tfore@hutzpah44.com;
parkerg@exquisefireprotecti
Gerald Parker President/CEO onsafety.com;

Yarn

Country

Woven/Knit
Fabric

Location

Nonwoven

Company

Additional Information

Supply Chain Classification

Fiber and/or
Resin

CONTACT

We

X

We

Tents, shelters, and tarpaulins.

X

X

X

X

We manufacture coated fabrics, specifically used for tents and
structures. These can certainly be used for Disaster Shelters and
336-264-1792 Structures. Warehouse located in NC

Lamm’s Custom
Canvas

Pennsylvania

USA

Gary Lamm

Fabricator

glamm64706@comcast.net;

We primarily fabricate residential awnings, Roman Shades, Roller
Shades, some marine upholstery and some residential upholstery.
978-905-1314 Woman owned/husband wife business.

Bruin Plastics
Company
Slate Solutions, LLC

Rhode Island
Florida

USA
USA

Steven
Angelone
Mike Slate

Co-Owner
President

sangelone@bruinplastics.co
m;
mike@slatesolutions.com;

We operate from our Glendale RI USA plant. We also offer
800-556-7764 worldwide commodities.
754-200-6752 We are here to help when and where possible

E Squared

New Jersey

USA

Michael Satz

COO

msatz@e2techtextiles.com;

We would be happy to help in anyway. Please let us know what we
908-558-0011 can do.

Dela Incorporated

Massachusetts

USA

Charles J.
Abrams

CEO

cabrams@delaquality.com;

339-222-2680

X
X

X

X

X

Primarily
work with
Sunbrella,
Aqualon,
WeatherCh
ek,
upholstery
vinyl
Laminated,
Coated &
Mesh
Fabric Clear
Vinyl
X Foams
Extrusion
coating of We have production capacity here in NJ, as well
textiles
capacity in Israel for some of our products.
Orthopedic supports, OR disposable body
Foam,
positioners, pillows, slings, We do not
textiles,
necessarily make all the items checked above, but
adhesives have the capabilities.
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Pivot Step Consultants,
LLC
Virginia

USA

Name

Ron Houle

President

Director of
Sales &
Marketing

BioThane Coated
Webbing Corp

Ohio

USA

Kim Madjar

Martin Corporation

Maryland

USA

Peter Martin
Jesse
Pennington

Serge Ferrari

American Cord and
Webbing

Flexfirm Products

Stimpson

Rhode Island

California

Florida

USA

ron.houle76@gmail.com;

Phone

Comments
For mobile shelters and field hospitals, leasing is always desired but
few providers have the proper structure. We can offer rentals and
support. Few companies know how to implement the technologies
914-806-3775 for mobile, negative pressure isolation shelters.

pmartin@martindyeing.com;

See answer 4. We will forward this to all of our customers and ask
them to fill this out. Please contact Kim if you have any other
440-327-0485,x155 questions or if there is anything else we can do to help.
We provide wet processing on woven 100% cotton industrial
fabrics such as twill, sateens,ducks,etc and also stock inventory in
these fabrics, finished and in greige. We have a history as a DOD
856-451-0900 supplier.

Market
Development jesse.pennington@sergeferr
Manger
ari.com;

We provide rolled goods to companies who convert/fabricate into
954-918-6291 semi-finished and finished structures

Jordan Krauss Manager

kim@biothane.us;

jkrauss@acw1.com;

fabric@flexfirmproducts.co
m;

626-448-7627

USA

Dir. Sales &
Keith Gentilin Marketing

keith_gentilin@stimpson.co
m;

954-946-3500

matt@tentsupply.com;

Just let us know how we can support. We are a tent manufacture
but have sewing capability and willing to change over product lines
to support if needed to do basic medical supply products. Have
former knowledge of ISO 13485 regulations and 20 years of
813-415-4672 experience in the medical field.

Edward J Silva VP
Chief
Operating
Jake
Officer

esilva@e2techtextiles.com;

908-558-0899

jake@seatcoversunlimited.c
om;

480-832-5050 Not sure if we can help but would be happy to.

Lance Keziah

LANCE@CRYPTON.COM;

248-672-8663

oktentaw@bellsouth.net;

Ok Awning has many sewing machines and personnel that can help
sew many needs if necessary, please let us know if we can help any
way possible we currently do not produce these items but will be
502-585-3863 glad start if needed.

USA

e2 - E Squared

New Jersey

USA

Seat Covers Unlimited

USA

Matthew R
Perra

President

C.E.O.

Ok Awning

Kentucky

USA

Derek
Klosterman

Operations
Manager

DAF Products, Inc.

New Jersey

USA

Joe Palmer

Vice President jpalmer@dafproducts.com;

201-251-1222

President

We have capacity to provide significant amount of both input and
612.619.5115 finished product.

Sitkoff Associates Inc

Minnesota

USA

Steve Sitkoff

steve.sitkoff@gmail.com;

Other

Column1

foam, fabric
welding,
matress
covers
negative pressure isolation shelters
We coat
narrow
webbings
up to 4"
wide in
We provide a coated webbing that is used in
Ohio.
many different medical inputs.

X

Our textiles could be used for these purposes, but
may not currently be used for them.

X

X
NARROW
FABRIC
AND plastic
hardware
like buckles

X

1401762-550-0114

General
Albert Castillo Manager

Florida

Michigan

Email

USA

Tent Renters Supply

CRYPTON

Title

Yarn

Country

Woven/Knit
Fabric

Location

Nonwoven

Company

Additional Information

Supply Chain Classification

Fiber and/or
Resin

CONTACT

Vinyl and
neoprene
coated
fabrics
including
nylon
polyester
fiberglass
X and cotton.
Grommets,
eyelets,
ring snaps
We are a tent manufacture but have sewing
capability and willing to change over product lines
to support if needed to do basic medical supply
products. Have former knowledge of ISO 13485
regulations and 20 years of experience in the
medical field.
coated
fabrics

Products for Military Shelters and covers.
We manufacture automotive Seat Covers and are
willing to help however we can.

X

X
X

X

X

Our primary business is upholstery seating fabric
that is approved by the EPA as disinfectable.
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Pearson Industries

Alabama

USA

Name
William
Pearson

Consolidated Pathways Michigan
Burlington Barrier/
Elevate Textiles
North Carolina

USA

Robert A.
Monticello,
Ph.D.

3FDM, Inc.

Florida

USA

lenzing

Alabama

USA

USA

Kappler

Alabama

USA

Uniquetex LLC

North Carolina

USA

Nelson Bebo
Babu
Parvataneni
andreas
dorner

Title

Email
Phone
Comments
bpearson@pearsonindustrie
President
s.com;
334-365-5416
Our products can be applied to any surface to provide an
antimicrobial attribute. While not currently registered to do so,
ramphd@consolidatedpath
this product has also been demonstrated to show antiviral activity.
President
ways.com;
989-615-0031 Tests are currently underway
nelson.bebo@elevatetextile
Vice President s.com;
336-209-3859
We are a Soft Goods manufacturer and we use all kinds of natural
President
babu@3fdm.com;
727-333-3336,x106 and synthetic textile materials
a.dorner@lenzing.com;

Jay Nicholson R&D Director jnicholson@kappler.com;
Product
Development
Selby
Manager
zhong@uniquetex.com;

Yarn

Country

Woven/Knit
Fabric

Location

Nonwoven

Company

Other

X

X

All products can be treated with this
antimicrobial/antiviral product.

X

X

X

43664-611-2579

WASHABLE FACE MASKS
chemical
and
biological
protective
composite
fabrics

256-505-4032

X

919-917-1460

We have the ability to coat up to 106” wide depending on coat
weight and resin type.
Our coating weights range from 0.6 mil up to 25 mils in a single
pass. We can achieve a higher coat weight application utilizing
multiple passes.

Alabama

USA

Mark
Frascarelli
Bob Schantz

Market
Developing
Manager

markf@twitchellcorp.com
bschantz@twitchellcorp.com

404-680-1122 We have and still do both extrusion coating and extrusion
434-465-9924 lamination of various plastic films including PE, PP and PET.

Column1

Rope

The Coated Products Division has the ability to extrusion coat as
well as extrusion laminate on two lines here in our Dothan, AL
facility.

Twitchell Technical
Products, LLC

Additional Information

Supply Chain Classification

Fiber and/or
Resin

CONTACT

X

extrusion
coat as well
as
extrusion
laminate on
two lines
here in our
Dothan, AL
X facility.

